Use the following tener expressions to describe each picture.

tener sed  tener prisa  tener que  tener ganas de  tener hipo

tener frío  tener tos  tener 70 años  tener hambre  tener dinero

Use the following subjects on these days.

Monday - yo
Tuesday - ella
Wednesday - nosotros
Thursday - tú
Friday - ellos

1. [Image of a person with a briefcase]
2. [Image of a person filling a water cooler]
3. [Image of a person sitting at a desk]
4. [Image of a person holding a tray of vegetables]
5. [Image of a person running and holding a hat]
6. [Image of an elderly man]
7. [Image of a person with a surprised expression]
8. [Image of a person holding food to their mouth]
9. [Image of a person holding money]
10. [Image of a person holding a baseball bat]